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May I have a few
volunteers?



And someone asked, “Where
are you from?”



I might say Griffith’s Hill

And they might know exactly where I mean






But I also want to talk about “Who we are”
Where does our identity come from?
How do we define ourselves & present ourselves to the world?



We often answer this by our occupations
I like to play with this sometimes
Sometimes people substitute passions for jobs



People rarely self-identify as citizens. Why?




Citizen
Brain

Consumer
Brain

I want to introduce a second “brain dichotomy”







$500 Billion/yr industry
Most of it telling us we
can be better if we buy X
We will be cooler,
smarter, more powerful,
more sexy
Inverse of this message
is that we are not good
enough as we are







We are not thinking about nature
We are not thinking about
community
We are not thinking about
stewardship
We are not thinking about
responsibilities
It breeds a self-centered frame of
mind



“Does a consumerism mad society breed
narcissism and selfishness?”
 (The Good Men Project)



“Consumerism is creating cunning and
callous kids, therapist finds”
 (Adriana Barton, Globe and Mail)



“Selfish capitalism is bad for our mental
health”
 (Oliver James, The Guardian)



What are the implications for our
relationship to nature?



Times have changed
 I grew up in the 60’s
 In Ann Arbor, Michigan
 Protests all started at the

end of my street
 I thought this was just what
people did. It was normal to
me
 It was groovy
 Though sometimes dark too




People, especially kids, are
indoors
Socially engaged? Kinda sort of
 Mediated through technology






We are distracted by social media
Less political
More busy
Negative attitudes re:
government & governance



My generation and older
 Often through labour markets
 Move to where the work/job is

An aside on SERFDOM. If you were a serf,
the land owned you.
You could not leave without permission.
You had a duty to the LAND, not even so
much the Duke or Lord, because they changed

 Fidelity to personal finances not place

 History of settler N. America is about

moving more than it is about rooting


Today’s youth
 Are being raised disconnected
 And cynical about politics

An aside on FREEDOM.
We broke the chains of serfdom.
We value freedom
& individuality above all else (this
puts us in the consumer brain
mode)





Until recently, the government did
occasionally solicit public views on policy
issues in a fairly sincere way
Lately, government efforts to engage
citizens have been viewed as less sincere
 Often they are online
▪ Which creates a literacy & computer literacy bias
 Often they are selectively rolled out
▪ Louise Lapierre’s shale gas consultations
▪ Not the right question & shied away from cities



Sometime there is no civic
engagement on policy issues at all
 The 2014 Forest Strategy
 Selling NB Power to HydroQuebec

2010


To me, the worst is when they do it
purely for legitimation of decisions
already taken
 Lowering hunting age, 2012





Two examples of research that involved citizenship and asked
research participants to consider themselves as citizens in
how they acted and responded
Citizens Values Jury
 Research/Citizen Engagement we did in 2015
 Regarding the future electrical energy system in NB
 Educated citizens & asked them to express preferences as citizens



Exploration of stewardship
 NB, Maine (USA) and Sweden




Two problems…
Problem 1: Energy “Experts” and managers (read
engineers) don’t trust the public to provide useful input
on energy planning.
 Why? Because they feel the public is ignorant
 They are the experts they know best



Problem 2: The public IS ignorant
 Provincial scale electrical grid is complex



But democracy in planning is good. Public utilities and
energy planning should reflect citizen wishes, so what to
do?



Deliberative poll and citizen jury

To educate citizen participants
To educate energy managers on citizen
perspectives
 To educate the general public





And also for research purposes

Designed to gauge the difference between the
general public and a more educated public
 Poll a group of citizens “a mini public” on an
issue
 Subject them to an intensive education effort
 Poll them again post education “treatment” to
see if positions have changed


 Also to see if the education component leads to a

greater degree on consensus on the issue
 Same people are test and control groups

 Take a random group of citizens, and ask them to

make a determination on a decision in the best
interest of society (not in their own best interest)
 In contrast to a stakeholder process (self interest)
 Two sides present a case, jury makes a decision
(or more often makes a recommendation).
▪ These are rarely done AS decision-making tools but to
INFORM decision making processes

 Consensus process
▪ Attempt to reach a consensus decision or
recommendation








18 (-1) jury participants (citizens)
7 expert presenters (stakeholders)
5 (+2) project team members
General public (estimated at 30-45 over
the course of the day)
3 day event in October 2015



In the year 2040, thinking about what is in the best interest of all New
Brunswickers, what percent of NB’s electrical energy do you feel
should come from the following sources?








Hydro
Nuclear
Fossil Fuel – Thermal
Other Renewables (biomass, wind, solar, ocean)

In 2040, will the electrical energy system need to be larger, smaller
or about the same size, and why?
Write a paragraph explaining what you think the system should look
like.






Hydro made up 21%
Nuclear made up 16%
Renewables 7% (by purchase)
Fossil Fuel thermal made up 56%

NB Power has 40% renewable
target by 2020
 70-80% of existing infrastructure
will need to be replaced of
refurbished by 2043


2 NB Power Staff, 1 retired NB Power staff, 2 ENGOs, 1 UNB engineering prof, and
one community energy advocate all made their cases on the questions

By pairing exit interviews with pie charts from Friday & Saturday night, we can see
that opinions changed and we can see how opinions changed, and we can see how
the consensus process changed opinions yet again on Sunday morning.



Specific results were interesting, but
what was more interesting was
 Citizen participants acting as citizens (e.g. on

behalf of all New Brunswickers)
 They took the responsibility seriously
▪ Environmental consequences took precedence
over “what will happen to my power rates?”

 Also, watching expert panelists gain

confidence in the citizens’ capabilities and in
the process

Some concern over government
interest in “managing” such a
process to get a specific result

MORE BIOGRAPHY
OBJECTIVES
 2001 – purchased 163 acres
 To discover what forest land owners consider “good
in Keswick Ridge
to there
be across a broad spectrum of
 stewardship”
2005 built a house
 demographic
Began spendingvariables
much
 To
discover
or to what forest land
more
time onto
thewhom
land and
owners
feeltime
they
have ethical obligations
much more
thinking
about
howsimply,
I manage
it,
[or more
responsibilities]
whyexamine
I managethese
it, what
 To
issues across several jurisdictions
ownership
andcontexts
stewardship
and cultural
meant to me.

ARE LAND ETHICS DIFFERENT?


Maine



New Brunswick



Sweden

Card #2: To whom or to what do you feel you have responsibilities and obligations of
landownership (Check all that apply and add more if you wish)

____God (higher power)

____ Your Immediate Family

____Society

____ The Land Itself (your parcel[s])

____ Wildlife/Plants

____ My Neighbours/Community

____ Your Ancestors

____ Future Generations

____ The Government

____ The Planet/The Environment

____ Myself

____ Co-owner, joint owner

____Other (______________) ____ Other (__________________)

Spiritual/Religious
“higher power”

Human/Societal
Past/current/future
generations

The land, The planet
Other non-human life

NEW BRUNSWICK (15)

MAINE (13)

Sweden (15)

Wildlife/Plants

93.3

(14)

84.6 (11)

86.6 (13)

Land Itself

86.6 (13)

100 (13)

73.3 (11)

Planet/Environment

93.3

(14)

92.3 (12)

66.7 (10)

Myself

80.0 (12)

92.3 (12)

86.6 (13)

Neighbours/Community

93.3 (14)

92.3 (12)

53.3

Society

80.0 (12)

84.6 (11)

66.7 (10)

Immediate Family

86.6 (13)

76.9 (10)

93.3 (14)

Ancestors

66.7 (10)

38.5 (5)

66.7 (10)

Future Generations

93.3 (14)

100 (13)

93.3 (14)

Government

26.6

(4)

23.1 (3)

26.6

Co-Owner/Joint Owner

46.6

(7)

38.5 (5)

20.0 (3)

God

53.3 (8)

53.8 (7)

13.3 (2)

Other

6.67 (1)

7.69 (1)

13.3 (2)

(8)

(4)

Place a dot within the triangle to identify where you feel your responsibilities lay.
If you are responsible ONLY to yourself and/or any joint owners, place your
dot outside the triangle.

Spiritual/Religious
“higher power”

Human/Societal
Past/current/future
generations

The land, the planet
Other non-human
life

Place a dot within the triangle to identify where you feel your responsibilities lay.
If you are responsible ONLY to yourself and/or any joint owners, place your
dot outside the triangle.

Spiritual/Religious
“higher power”

4

2

Human/Societal
Past/current/future
generations

The land, The planet
Other non-human
life

Place a dot within the triangle to identify where you feel your responsibilities lay.
If you are responsible ONLY to yourself and/or any joint owners, place your
dot outside the triangle.

Spiritual/Religious
“higher power”

Human/Societal
Past/current/future
generations

The land, the planet
Other non-human
life

NEW
BRUNSWICK

MAINE

4

2

SWEDEN

Place a dot within the triangle to identify where you feel your responsibilities lay.
If you are responsible ONLY to yourself and/or any joint owners, place
your dot outside the triangle.

Spiritual/Religious
“higher power”

4

2

Human/Societal
Past/current/future
generations

The land, The planet
Other non-human
life



There are different cultural orientations and traditions between

Swedish and N. America respondents.
 Differences are subtle and come through text and language more than
graphical depictions or tally sheets.
 Sweden more focused on social domain, particularly immediate family,

ancestors and future generations.
 Swedish respondents were NOT more focused on society.
 Swedish respondents were less focused on God and the land itself
▪ Even though they spoke of being “temporary owners” and “caretakers” with responsibility
toward ancestors and future generations in a way that sounded very indigenous



Bottom line, we engaged deeply on the idea of
responsibilities, not simply rights in land (e.g. citizenship)



We usually invoke it only in a “rights” frame
 Being a citizen of X allows me the right to Y
 Individual frame,



We spend most of our time thinking with our consumer brain
 We ask one another what we bought all the time
 We rarely ask what one did as a citizen
▪ Some exceptions, York Rural Community
▪ Disappointing result



Political processes – May need to make some noise
 Demand inclusion in decision-making
 Demand that more and better public engagement be undertaken and

in sincere ways, (not posturing) and with follow through
 Take government back & make it work for the people (not those with $)

There are some encouraging signs






Aspire to indigeneity (not FN status), but
becoming native to a place
Build a relationship to place – to land
Not just a relationship to nature (general)
 But rather to a specific place



We are footloose & our consumer minds
are convinced that our connection to
nature is best nurtured by trips to
Galapagos, Africa, or distant National
Parks






Experiences & where we cast our gaze
Mentors – seek out all manner of
knowledge holders
Discussing ethics & citizenship
 Ecological citizenship will come through

connection
▪
▪
▪
▪

To nature in general (gives us the skills)
To the places to which we are fervently committed
Consumer brain distracts us
Our citizen brain focuses on our responsibilities and
the things most important to us



Mentorship
 Both mentors and mentees

 Choose wise people to learn from
▪ Cultivate those relationships and tell them you wish
to learn from them
 Seek out people for whom you can be a mentor
▪ Take kids to public meetings, protests, public
lectures, pre-budget consultations, and of course into
nature. Teach a kid how to garden
▪ Think about who that might be and what you might
do to engage a young persons citizen brain



Commit to a place
 Choose experiences that will deepen your connection to place,

not let you “get away from it all” (Globe & Mail Travel Section)
 This can be land or people, but hopefully land AND people (in a
given place)
 Foster and encourage these connecting experiences in others


Think about the place you most want to be
 The place you are willing to fight for as a true citizen/patriot
 Pledge a commitment to that place




This is the pledge I grew up with
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the
republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all.”



I pledge allegiance to this land in the Mactaquac Stream Sub-Watershed,
and to the Beautiful River Valley (Wolastoqey) of which it is a part, one
parcel connected to others, in a web of life, with love and respect for all
its inhabitants



I pledge allegiance to this stream, and the rocks and sand over which it
flows, one ribbon of life-giving water, feeding the land and its many
peoples









Comments?
Questions?
Pledges of Allegiance?
Who are your Mentors?
Who are your Mentees?
Share your stories of
deepening your commitment
to a place

